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Synthetic Biological Signals Machine-generated by GPT-2 improve
the Classification of EEG and EMG through Data Augmentation

Jordan J. Bird1, Michael Pritchard1, Antonio Fratini2, Anikó Ekárt3, Diego R. Faria1

Abstract—Synthetic data augmentation is of paramount im-
portance for machine learning classification, particularly for bi-
ological data, which tend to be high dimensional and scarce. The
applications of robotic control and augmentation in disabled and
able-bodied subjects still rely mainly on subject-specific analyses.
Those can rarely be generalised to the whole population and
appear to over complicate simple action recognition such as grasp
and release for robotic prosthetics and manipulators. We show for
the first time that multiple GPT-2 models can machine-generate
synthetic biological signals (EMG and EEG) and improve real
data classification. Models trained solely on GPT-2 generated
EEG data can classify a real EEG dataset at 74.71% accuracy
and models trained on GPT-2 EMG data can classify real EMG
data at 78.24% accuracy. Synthetic and calibration data are then
introduced within each cross-validation fold when benchmarking
EEG and EMG models. Results show algorithms are improved
when either or both additional data are used. A Random Forest
achieves a mean 95.81% (1.46) classification accuracy of EEG,
which increases to 96.69% (1.12) when synthetic GPT-2 EEG
signals are introduced during training. Similarly, the Random
Forest classifying EMG increases from 93.62% (0.8) to 93.9%
(0.59) when training data is augmented by synthetic EMG signals.
Additionally, as predicted, augmentation with synthetic biological
signals also increases the classification accuracy of data from new
subjects that were not observed during training. A Robotiq 2F-
85 Gripper was finally used for real-time gesture-based control,
with synthetic EMG data augmentation remarkably improving
gesture recognition accuracy, from 68.29% to 89.5%.

Index Terms—Data Augmentation, Synthetic Data, Biological
Signal Processing, Electroencephalography, Electromyography

I. INTRODUCTION

When presenting their Generative Pretrained Transformer
(GPT) model, researchers at OpenAI hypothesised that lan-
guage models are unsupervised multitask learners [1]. At the
current state-of-the-art this claim has been consistently argued
through applications such as fake news identification [2],
patent claims [3], and stock market analysis [4] to name just
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a few in a rapidly growing area of research. In this work, we
follow those before us in exploring the capabilities of these
models in a brand new field of application: the generation
of bio-synthetic signals (in our case Electroencephalographic
(EEG) and Electromyographic (EMG) activity). In detail, we
aimed at exploring whether or not GPT-2’s self-attention based
architecture was capable of creating synthetic signals, and if
those signals could improve the performance of classification
models used on real datasets. Enabling better results for the
deduction of a physical action or mental thought allows for a
higher degree of certainty when it comes to an unseen sub-
ject. That is, for example in electromyographically controlled
robotic prosthetic limbs, a more improved experience for the
user of such a robotic device. Our scientific contributions and
results suggest that:

1) It is possible to generate synthetic biological signals by
tuning a language transformation model.

2) Classifiers trained on either real or synthetic data can
classify one another with relatively high accuracy.

3) Synthetic data improves the classification of the real data
both in terms of model benchmarking and classification
of unseen samples.

II. RELATED WORK AND BACKGROUND

In this section, we describe how previous work has demon-
strated the benefits of augmenting biological signal datasets
to improve classification results, since it has been noted that
augmentation is a useful technique to overcome data scarcity
in such domains [5]. A common approach is to generate
synthetic signals by re-arranging components of real data.
Lotte [6] proposed a method of ”Artificial Trial Generation
Based on Analogy” where three data examples x1, x2, x3 pro-
vide examples and an artificial xsynthetic is formed which is to
x3 what x2 is to x1. A transformation is applied to x1 to make
it more similar to x2, the same transformation is then applied
to x3 which generates xsynthetic

1. This approach was shown
to improve performance of a Linear Discriminant Analysis
classifier on three different datasets. Dai et al. [7] performed
similar rearrangements of waveform components in both the
time and frequency domains to add three times the amount of
initially collected EEG data, finding that this approach could
improve the classification accuracy of a Hybrid Scale Convo-
lutional Neural Network. This work showed that data augmen-
tation allowed the model to improve the classification of data
for individual subjects that were specifically challenging in
terms of the model’s classification ability. Dinarès-Ferran [8]
decomposed EEG signals into Intrinsic Mode Functions and
constructed synthetic data frames by arranging these IMFs into

1Equations for Lotte’s EEG generation technique can be found in [6]
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new combinations, demonstrating improvements of classifica-
tion performance of motor imagery based BCIs while includ-
ing these new signals. Other researchers have proposed data
augmentation techniques commonly used in other domains
such as image classification techniques with positive results.
As an example Shovon et al. [9] applied conventional image
augmentation techniques e.g. rotation, zoom, and brightness to
spectral images formed from EEG analysis to increase the size
of a public EEG dataset. This ultimately led to an improvement
over the state-of-the-art. Current research shows great impact
can be derived from relatively simple techniques. For example,
Freer [10] observed that introducing noise into gathered data
to form additional data points improved the learning ability of
several models which otherwise performed relatively poorly.
Tsinganos et al. [11] studied the approaches of magnitude
warping, wavelet decomposition, and synthetic surface EMG
models (generative approaches) for hand gesture recognition,
finding classification performance increases of up to +16%
when augmented data was introduced during training. More
recently, data augmentation studies have begun to focus on
the field of deep learning, more specifically on the ability
of generative models to create artificial data which is then
introduced during the classification model training process.
In 2018, Luo et al. [12] observed that useful EEG signal
data could be generated by Conditional Wasserstein Generative
Adversarial Networks (GANs) which was then introduced to
the training set in a classical train-test learning framework.
The authors found classification performance was improved
when such techniques were introduced. Likewise, Zhang and
Liu [13] applied similar Deep Convolutional GANs (DC-
GAN) to EEG signals given that training examples are often
scarce in related works. As with the previous work, the authors
found success when augmenting training data with DC-GAN
generated data. Zanini and Colombini [14] provided a state-
of-the-art solution in the field of EMG studies when using
a DC-GAN to successfully perform style transfer of Parkin-
son’s Disease to bio-electrical signals, noting the scarcity of
Parkinson’s Disease EMG data available to researchers as an
open issue in the field [14]. Many studies observed follow a
relatively simple train/test approach to benchmarking models.

A limitation of many techniques is that they are not temporal
in their generative natures. Each block of signal output has no
influence on the next, and, as such, a continuous synthetic
signal of unlimited length cannot therefore be generated. Our
approach allows for infinite generation of temporal wave data
given the nature of GPT-2; a continuous synthetic raw signal
is generated by presenting some of the previous outputs as
input for the next generation. We then benchmark the models
through k-fold cross validation, where each fold has synthetic
data introduced as additional training data. Moreover, for the
first time in the field, we show the effectiveness of attention-
based models at the signal level rather than generative based
models at the feature-level for both training and unseen data.
We then finally show that real-time gesture classification
towards direct control of a robotic arm is improved following
our data augmentation framework.

A. GPT-2 and Self-Attention Transformers

Self-Attention Transformers are based on calculating scaled
dot-product attention units, and generate new data by learning
to paying attention to previous data generated [15]. Scaled dot-
product attention is calculated for each unit within the input
vector, e.g. words in a sentence, or, in this case, signals in
a stream. The attention units are input with a sequence and
output embeddings of relevant tokens. Query (Wq), key (Wk),
and value (Wv) weights are calculated as:

Attention(Q,K, V ) = softmax

(
QKT

√
dk

)
V, (1)

where the query is an entity within the sequence, keys are
vector representations of the input, and the values are derived
by querying against keys. The term self-attention comes from
the fact that Q, K and V are received from the same source,
and generation is an unsupervised. GPT-2 architecture follows
the concept of Multi-headed Attention:

MultiHead(Q,K, V ) = Concat(head1, ..., headh)WO

headi = Attention(QWQ
i ,KWK

i , V WV
i ).

(2)
That is, a deep structure of hi attention heads in order to inter-
connect multiple attention units. Fundamentally, the GPT and
GPT-2 algorithms do not differ. The main advantages of GPT-
2 are based on it being many times more complex than the
GPT with 1.5 billion parameters and being trained on a large
dataset of 8 million websites.

III. METHOD

A. Data Collection, Pre-processing and Feature Extraction

The EMG dataset used in this study was initially acquired
by Dolopikos et al. in [16]. EMG data corresponding to
the opening and closing movements of the right hand were
collected from fifteen able-bodied participants (9 male, 6
female, mean age 26) using a Thalmic Labs Myo armband.
The participants performed the gestures after a cue from
an instructor. The recorded data corresponding to the time
before the onset of physical activity (muscular background
tone) was extracted and compiled into a third ”neutral” class.
To assess contraction and relaxation of muscles, information
can be extracted by the simple analysis of an EMG signal’s
smoothed rectified envelope [17]. The data was indeed first
rectified and then low-pass filtered using a peak detection
algorithm [18], interpolating between local maxima with a
separation of at least 20 samples (equivalent to 0.1 seconds
at the Myo’s natural sample rate of 200Hz). The EEG dataset
used was initially acquired for a previous study [19]. A total
of 5 participants were presented with stimuli while wearing
the InteraXon Muse headband to collect EEG data from the
TP9, AF7, AF8, and TP10 electrodes. EEG data corresponding
to three mental states was collected from each participant:
a neutral class with no stimulus present, relaxation enabled
by classical music, and concentration induced by a video of
the ”shell game” (wherein they had to follow a ball placed
underneath one of three shuffled upturned cups).

Whilst the data was provided to GPT-2 in its raw format,
an ensemble of features was extracted from each dataset to
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Fig. 1: Initial training of the GPT-2 model and then generating
a dataset of synthetic biological signals.

enable classification. The feature set has previously proven
effective, providing sufficient information to discriminate both
between focused, relaxed, and neutral brains [19], and closed,
open, and neutral hands [16]. Features are extracted from a
sliding window of 1 second in length, at an overlap of 0.5
seconds. These windows are further sub-divided into halves
and quarters, enabling extraction of the following ensemble of
statistical features2:
• 1-second window

– Mean ȳk = 1
N

∑N
i=1 yki, and Standard deviation

sk =
√

1
N−1

∑N
i=1 (yki − ȳk)

2 of the waveform

– Skewness g1,k =
∑N

i=1(yki−ȳk)3

Ns3k
, and Kurtosis g2,k =∑N

i=1(yki−ȳk)4

Ns4k
− 3 of each waveform

– Maximum and minimum values over the given pe-
riod

– Sample variances of each wave, and sample co-
variances of all unique pairs of waves sk` =

1
N−1

∑N
i=1 (yki − ȳk) (y`i − ȳ`) ; ∀ k, ` ∈ [1,K]

– Eigenvalues of the covariance matrix
det (S− λIK) = 0

– Upper triangular elements of the matrix logarithm of
the covariance matrix eB = IK +

∑∞
n=1

Sn

n!
– The magnitude of each signal’s frequency compo-

nents, obtained via Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
• 0.5-second windows

– The change between the first and second sliding
window in the sample mean and standard deviation
and also the maximum and minimum values

• 0.25-second quarter windows produced due to offset
– The mean of each signal in the 0.25-second window
– All paired differences of means between the windows
– Maximum and minimum values and their paired

differences

B. Generating and Learning from GPT-2 Generated Signals
GPT-2 models are initially trained on each class of data for

1,000 steps each. Then, for n classes, n GPT-2s are tasked
with generating synthetic data and the class label is finally
manually added to the generated data. This process can be
observed in Figure 1 where the generative loop is prefixed by
the latter half of the previously generated data3. The synthetic

2Feature extraction code available at
https://github.com/jordan-bird/eeg-feature-generation

3Example code can be found at: https://github.com/jordan-bird/
Generational-Loop-GPT2

equivalent of 60 seconds of data per class are generated
(30,000 rows per class of raw signal data). To benchmark
machine learning models, a K-fold cross validated learning
process is followed and compared to the process observed in
Figure 2 where training data is augmented by the synthetically-
derived data at each fold of learning. The testing set does
not contain any of the artificial signal data. This process is
performed for both the EEG and EMG experiments for six
different models: Support Vector Machine (SVM), Random
Forest (RF), K-Nearest Neighbours (KNN, K = 10), Linear
Discriminant Analysis (LDA), Logistic Regression (LR), and
Gaussian Naı̈ve Bayes (GNB). These statistical models are
selected due to their differing nature, to explore the hypothesis
with a mixed range of approaches. As was explored in [20],
it was found that unseen signal classification can be improved
through calibration via inductive and supervised transductive
transfer learning. That is, tuning a model by providing a small
amount of calibration data to the training set.

IV. OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS

In comparison, it was noted that all synthetic data was
unique compared to the real data. A sample of real and
synthetic EEG data can be observed in Figure 3. Interestingly,
natural behaviours, such as the presence of characteristic os-
cillations, can be observed within data, showing that complex
natural patterns have been generalised by the GPT-2 model.
It is noted that in the real data, some spikes are observed
in the signals from all electrodes but those are likely due to
involuntary (and unwanted) eye blinks. Worth nothing is that
the GPT-2 does not replicate similar patterns, most likely as
a filtering side-effect of data generalisation, since such occur-
rences are random and unrelated to the underlying EEG data.
The Power Spectral Densities of the GPT-2 generated data
were computed with Welch’s method [21] and compared with
those computed from real human data as can be seen in Figure
5. In observing the frequency domain plots of the genuine data,
there is a clear 50Hz component in all classes likely due to
power-line interference. Interestingly, there has been a clear
attempt by GPT-2 to mimic this feature, albeit with a much
shallower roll-off. Figure 4 shows the same process for EMG
data, where the GPT-2 generated waves are seemingly less
natural than their human counterparts; although natural wave
patterns do emerge, they are more erratic and prone to spiking
unlike the signals recorded from a human forearm. The Power
Spectral Densities presented in Figure 6 indicate that across
all classes the synthetic data has significantly more power in
its high frequency components than the real data. Despite the
real EMG dataset having been low-pass filtered before being
used to train GPT-2 this phenomenon is more notable in the
EMG domain, due likely in part to the aforementioned erratic
nature of the synthetic EMG signals.

A. Classification of real-to-synthetic data and vice-versa

Table I shows the effects of training models on the real
and synthetic EEG data and then attempting to classify the
other data. Interestingly, the Support Vector Machine when
trained on real data can classify the synthetic data with 90.84%
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Fig. 2: The standard K-Fold cross validation process with the GPT-2 generated synthetic data being introduced as additional
training data for each fold.
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Fig. 3: Comparison of GPT-2 generated (Left) and genuine
recorded (Right) EEG data across ”Concentrating”, ”Relaxed”,
and ”Neutral” mental state classes. AF8 electrode readings are
omitted for readability purposes.

TABLE I: Classification results when training on real or
synthetic EEG data and attempting to predict the class labels
of the other (sorted for real to synthetic).

Classifier Training and Prediction Data

Real to Synthetic Synthetic to Real

Support Vector Machine 90.84 66.88
Random Forest 88.14 70.71
10 Nearest Neighbours 85.18 72.13
Linear Discriminant Analysis 77.90 68.90
Logistic Regression 70.22 64.91
Gaussian Naı̈ve Bayes 67.52 74.71
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Fig. 4: Comparison of GPT-2 generated (Left) and genuine
recorded (Right) EMG data across ”Closed”, ”Open”, and
”Neutral” hand classes.

TABLE II: Classification results when training on real or
synthetic EMG data and attempting to predict the class labels
of the other (sorted for real to synthetic).

Classifier Training and Prediction Data

Real to Synthetic Synthetic to Real

Gaussian Naı̈ve Bayes 62.36 64.39
10 Nearest Neighbours 62.07 78.24
Random Forest 61.78 71.23
Linear Discriminant Analysis 50.00 60.69
Logistic Regression 37.36 71.71
Support Vector Machine 35.63 71.27

accuracy. Likewise, the Gaussian Naı̈ve Bayes approach when
trained on the synthetic data can then classify the real data
with 74.71% accuracy. Table II similarly shows the ability to
classify real data by learning from synthetic data and vice
versa for EMG. The NB model when trained on only real
data can classify the synthetic data with 62.36% accuracy,
whereas the KNN model can classify the real dataset with
78.24% accuracy when trained on only synthetic.
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Fig. 5: Comparison of Power Spectral Densities of GPT-2
generated (Left) and genuine recorded (Right) EEG data. For
readability, only the PSD computed from electrode TP9 is
shown.
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Fig. 6: Comparison of Power Spectral Densities of GPT-2
generated (Left) and genuine recorded (Right) EMG data. For
readability, only the PSD computed from electrode EMG1 is
shown.

TABLE III: Comparison of the 10-fold classification of EEG
data and 10-fold classification of EEG data alongside synthetic
data as additional training data.

Classifier Without GPT-2 With GPT-2 Data

Random Forest 95.81 (1.46) 96.69 (1.12)
Logistic Regression 93.71 (1.05) 93.30 (1.37)
Support Vector Machine 93.67 (1.35) 93.71 (1.33)
Linear Discriminant Analysis 91.93 (1.24) 94.03 (1.29)
10 Nearest Neighbours 89.83 (1.75) 90.68 (2.07)
Gaussian Naı̈ve Bayes 70.27 (2.53) 72.41 (2.33)

TABLE IV: EEG classification abilities of the models on
completely unseen data with regards to both with and without
synthetic GPT-2 data as well as prior calibration.

Classifier Uncalibrated Calibrated

Vanilla Synth. Vanilla Synth.

Random Forest 38.84 42.90 59.75 59.98
Logistic Regression 46.35 47.01 46.92 48.10
Support Vector Machine 47.11 47.00 53.45 52.80
Linear Discriminant Analysis 56.07 57.48 63.85 66.02
10 Nearest Neighbours 48.29 48.78 59.64 60.60
Gaussian Naı̈ve Bayes 48.25 48.97 49.62 50.37

B. EEG Classification

The results for EEG classification can be seen in Table III.
The best result overall for the dataset was the k-fold training
process with additional training data in the form of GPT-2
generated synthetic brainwaves, using a Random Forest. This
achieved a mean accuracy of 96.69% at a deviance of 1.12%.
Table IV shows the classification abilities of the models when
given completely unseen data from three new subjects. The
results show the difficulty of the classification problem faced,
with many scoring relatively low for the three-class problem.
The best result was found to the the Linear Discriminant Anal-
ysis model when trained with both calibration and synthetic
GPT-2 data alongside the dataset, which then scored 66.02%
classification accuracy on the unseen data.

C. EMG Classification

Table V shows the results for EMG classification. The best
model was the Random Forest which scored 93.9% (deviance
0.59) during the k-fold benchmarking process in which GPT-
2 synthetic data was introduced as additional training data.
Table VI shows the abilities of the models when predicting
the class label of completely unseen EMG data. Interestingly,

TABLE V: Comparison of the 10-fold classification of EMG
data and 10-fold classification of EMG data alongside syn-
thetic data as additional training data.

Classifier Without GPT-2 With GPT-2 Data

Random Forest 93.62 (0.8) 93.90 (0.59)
Logistic Regression 93.75 (1.04) 93.86 (1.05)
Support Vector Machine 93.42 (0.89) 93.46 (0.94)
Linear Discriminant Analysis 91.95 (1) 92.59 (1.05)
10 Nearest Neighbours 91.23 (0.89) 91.11 (0.88)
Gaussian Naı̈ve Bayes 77.73 (1.39) 74.46 (1.38)
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TABLE VI: EMG classification abilities of the models on
completely unseen data with regards to both with and without
synthetic GPT-2 data as well as prior calibration.

Classifier Uncalibrated Calibrated

Vanilla Synth. Vanilla Synth.

Random Forest 67.33 69.31 74.26 75.25
Logistic Regression 60.40 87.13 60.40 87.13
Support Vector Machine 39.60 62.38 44.55 46.53
Linear Discriminant Analysis 65.35 67.33 86.14 79.21
10 Nearest Neighbours 75.25 75.25 78.22 78.22
Gaussian Naı̈ve Bayes 95.05 94.06 96.04 97.03

Trained	Prediction
Model

(Augmented)

Human	Data

GPT-2	Data

Prediction

Temporal	Feature
Extraction

Enact	Prediction:
{Close,	Neutral,	Open}

Robotiq	2F-85	Gripper

Forearm	EMG	Signals

Model	Training

Thalmic	Labs	Myo	Armband

Fig. 7: Real-time predictions of EMG signals enacted by the
Robotiq 2F-85 Gripper.

the Gaussian Naı̈ve Bayes model outperformed all others con-
sistently. The best Gaussian Naı̈ve Bayes model at predicting
completely unseen data was when it was also trained with
calibration and GPT-2 synthetic data alongside the dataset at
an accuracy of 97.03%.

D. Real-time EMG Prediction for the Control of a Robotic
Manipulator

The overall process followed for robotic enaction of pre-
dicted hand gestures by a Robotiq 2F-85 Gripper can be
seen in Figure 7. The results in Figure 8 show the process
of a user performing hand gestures for three minutes (124
data objects). The best-performing EMG prediction model was
applied (Gaussian Naı̈ve Bayes + GPT-2), which predicted
real-time data with 89.5% accuracy. All of the erroneous
predictions occurred during state transitions, which was ex-
pected given that models were trained on concrete gestures
and had not been exposed to transitional behaviours of the arm
muscles when shifting between gestures. The best predictive
model on the dataset without GPT-2 augmentation scored
68.29% accuracy. The 95% Wilson confidence interval for
the augmented model’s accuracy was [82.89, 93.77], and for
the non-augmentation model was [59.62,75.86]. No calibration
was performed, that is, the models were never exposed to
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Fig. 8: Real-time execution of gestures for three minutes
predicted with the augmented EMG model (89.5%) and non-
augmented EMG model (68.29%).
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Fig. 9: Confusion Matrix for real-time EMG classification

Fig. 10: A Universal Robotics UR3 Manipulator and Robotiq
2F-85 gripper picking up and then releasing an object.
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data from this user. Thus, GPT-2 biosignal data augmentation
leads to a model which can classify data from unseen subjects
with a higher rate of success. Figure 9 shows the confusion
matrix for this experiment. An application of the approach
is shown in Figure 10, where a pick-and-place routine and
the EMG classifier control a UR3 Manipulator’s Robotiq 2F-
85 gripper [22]. The device mimics the user and allows for
teleoperation in order to pick up (grip) and place (release) an
object. If the operator keeps their hand in a neutral position,
then no movements are commanded to the artificial arm.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

To conclude, this study has presented multiple experiments
with real and synthetic biological signals in order to ascertain
whether classification algorithms can be improved by con-
sidering data generated by the GPT-2 model. Although the
data are different, i.e., real and synthetic data were unique, a
model trained on one of the two sets of signals can strongly
classify the other and thus the GPT-2 model is able to generate
relatively realistic data which holds useful information that
can be learnt from for application to real signals. For EEG,
an SVM trained on synthetic data could classify real data at
74.71% accuracy and a KNN algorithm could do the same
for real EMG classification at 78.24% accuracy, training on
only synthetic data. We then showed that several learning al-
gorithms were improved for both EMG and EEG classification
when the training data was augmented by GPT-2. The main
argument of this work is that synthetic biosignals generated by
an attention-based transformer hold useful information towards
improving several learning algorithms for classification of
real biological signal data. In future, larger datasets could be
used and thus deep learning would be a realistic possibility
for classification following the same process. Given that this
work showed promise in terms of the model architecture
itself, similar models could also be benchmarked in terms of
their ability to create augmented training datasets e.g. BART,
CTRL, Transformer-XL and XLNet. Another unoptimised
level of detail is the amount of synthetic data that is added to
the training set for augmentation, future work could explore
the level of data needed for apt improvements to the models.

Our suggested model for EMG, the GNB approach trained
with human-sourced GPT-2 generated synthetic signals, was
powerful in terms of predictive ability and required relatively
little computational resources given its simplistic nature. Ad-
ditionally, the approach did not require further calibration,
as many state-of-the-art approaches do (including the Myo
software itself), instead correctly predicting the behaviours of
a new subject from the point of wearing the device. Given
these attributes, the model is apt for usage on-board within
wearable EMG devices for real-time prediction of gesture.
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